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ABSTRACT 
An aligned space - introduced by R.E. Jamison - is a convexity space with the additional 
property of domain finiteness. It is shown in this paper that each convexity space can be extended 
to a minimal domain finite convexity space, i.e. a minimal aligned space. Also a characterization 
of this extension is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A convexity space is a pair (X, C) consisting of a set X and a family CC p(X), 
the power set of X, such that 4, XE C and C is closed under arbitrary inter- 
sections. C is called a convexity structure for X and the elements of C are called 
C-convex sets. The C-hull of any set S in X is the intersection of all C-convex 
sets containing S. A convexity space is called domain finite if the C-convex hull 
of each set A in X is the union of the convex hulls of finite subsets of A. See 
e.g. [4] and [5]. In [5] Hammer has shown that domain finiteness is equivalent 
to the property that C is closed under nested unions, i.e. U TE C for each chain 
TC C (a chain being a family of sets totally ordered by inclusion). A domain 
finite convexity space is called an aligned space; see Jamison [7] and [8]. 
The mapping cp:p(X)+p(X) is called a pseudo convex hull operator iff the 
following properties hold: 
(i) A EX*A C&A); 
(ii) A,BcX and AcB=,(~(A)c~.J(B); 
(iii) co(O) = 9; 
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and is called a convex hull operator iff the further property 
(iv) 6p.~=v) 
holds. 
In Hammer [5] a mapping satisfying (i), (ii) and (iv) is called a closure 
function. 
2.THEMINIMALEXTENSION 
THEOREM 1. For each pseudo convex hull operator q:p(X)+p(X) the 
collection 
C,={AplCX, A=(p(A)} 
is a convexity structure for X. 
PROOF. Left to the reader. 
The following theorem shows that if v, satisfies (i)-(iv) then v, is exactly the 
C,-hull. 
THEOREM 2. If 9 is a convex hull operator then the C,-hull of any A in X 
satisfies 
PROOF. Take any A in X. By definition C,(A) = {BIB E C,, A CB}. Clearly, 
cp(A)c C&l). As (pm &I) = q(A) we have &A) E C,, so that C,(A) C q&4). The 
definition of C, then implies C,(A) = (p(A). 
The set of all (pseudo) convex hull operators can be partially ordered by 
defining for each pair of (pseudo) convex hull operators qq and ~2: 
p1~p2~rpl(A)C~2(A) for each ACX. 
THEOREM 3. Let (pI and qr2 be convex hull operators. Then 
(1) nsbD2-q0,3q4 
(2) Pl = v)2 * c,, = cpl, * 
PROOF. We shall write Ci instead of Cqi for i = 1,2. 
(1) Take~,6CD2andanyAEC2.ThenACyl,(A)C~2(A)=A.SoA=(p,(A) 
and AEC,. 
Now let C2 c C, , and take any A cX. As q2 - qr2(A) = ~~(4 we have 
p2(A) E C2. Hence, q2(A) E Ct , or q+ - p2(A) = q2(A). However, A C C,(A) * 
~~I(~)ccpl.(P2(~)=~2(~). so bDlSv12. 
, (2) If qI=bp2 then, clearly, C,=C,. If C,=C, and AcX then C,(A)= 
= C2(A), and so we have (pt(A) = v)~(A). 
For each convex hull operator cp define 4: p(X)+p(X) by 
@(A)= U{6p(B)IBcA, /B~<oJ) for each ACX. 
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Note that 9 is dependent on 9. If IA] < 00 then, clearly, @(A) =9(A). In terms 
of [5] and [6] 9 is called a domain finite function. 
THEOREM 4. If 9 is a convex hull operator then so is 9. Moreover, 9~9. 
PROOF. Clearly, 9 satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii). To show (iv), take any A cX. 
Hence,@-&A)=U(9(B)]BC@(A), \B(<oo}.Foreachx~@-&l)thereisaset 
Be@(A) with lBl< 00 and XE~@). Take B={b,,...,&} with khl. Then 
&E @(A) for each i= 1, . . . . k. Hence, for each i= 1, . . . , k there is a set AiCA, 
IAil < 03 and biE 9(Ai). SO 
which implies that 
I i(J,AilS j, IAil<OO- 
It then follows that BC(p(A), x~9(B)C9.9(A) =9(A). Hence, 9.@(A)=#@). 
THEOREM 5. Let 9l and 92 be convex hull operators. Then the following 
holds: 
PROOF. For A CX we have 
Hence, 9, s 92. 
THEOREM 6. Let 9 be a convex hull operator. Then (X, C$) is the (unique) 
minimal domain finite extension of (X, C,), i.e. (X, C$) is an aligned space. 
PROOF. Theorem 1 implies that C, is a convexity structure on X. As 949, 
we have C, c C#. Now take any A cX. Then 
C@(A)=@(A)= U{(p(B)IBCA, lBl<~}= 
=lJ{&B)IBcA, lSl-w}= U{C&3)IBCA, IBI<=}. 
Hence, (X, C@) is domain finite. 
We now show that (X, C,J is domain finite for any convex hull operator 9 
iff 9 = 9. First, from 9 = 9 we have C, = C,, and because (X, C$) is domain 
finite it follows that (X, CP) is also domain finite. 
Second, from (X,C,) is domain finite, it follows for each ACX that 
9(A)= U{g(B)IBcA, lBI<m}=&A). Hence, 9=9. 
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Now let w be a convex hull operator with (X, CJ being domain finite and 
C, c C, C C+ Theorem 3 implies 9 s 9 s 9. Because 9 s 9, we also have I,? $9, 
see Theorem 5. As (X, C,) is domain finite it follows that w = I$. Hence, 9 = 9. 
The conclusion is that (X, C@) is the minimal domain finite extension of 
(X, C,). Of course, (X, C@) is unique. 
3.GENERATINGTHEMINIMALEXTENSION 
Let 9 be a convex hull operator and define 9(“): p(X)+p(X) for each n E l14 
(=w,2,3,...)) by 
@)(A)= U{q@)IBcA, IB1sn) for each AcX. 
This definition can also be found in Bonnice and Klee [2]. In terms of [5] and 
[6] 9(“) is ‘domain bounded’ with bound s’n. Furthermore, define 
0 0 P )  
W= n~09cD(n) by (nyo9(n))(A)= n~09@')(A) for each A-IX. 
If the Caratheodory number (see e.g. [9]) of (X, C,) equals n, then 9@) = 9, 
and, conversely, if 9(“) = 9 then the Caratheodory number is sn. It is 
immediately clear that C,W is a convexity structure on X. It is also clear that 
m<n*9@%9("), and that 9(“)59(“).9(“). In general, however, 9(“) is not a 
convex hull operator. For example, take 9= conv, the usual convex hull 
operator on II?*. The Caratheodory number of (lR*, conv) equals 3. Take n = 2 
and A = {a, b, c} C lR* with a, b, c not collinear. Hence, 9(*)(A) = conv(*)(A) = 
= U{conv(B)jBCA, ~B~~~2}=[a,b]U[b,c]U[a,c]. On the other hand, 
(conv(*) . conv(*))(A) = conv (A). So that conv(*) . conv(*) # conv(*). 
THEOREM 7. If 9 is a convex hull operator, then so is w; moreover @ = 9 = 9. 
PROOF. Let 9 be a convex hull operator. The conditions (i)-(iii) hold for 9@), 
so they also hold for w. It remains to be shown that 9 satisfies (iv). Clearly, 
w(A) c 9. y/(A) for each A cX. So we only have to show that 9. w(A) c v/ for 
each A c X. Take any A CX and 
XEW-WW= n~09'n'(~(A)). 
There is an integer nl E R\1 with 
-9p(R1)(v(A))=U{9(W3c~(A), IBlsn,). 
There is a set 
&C w(A) = nuO 9(")(A) with IBe] s nl and XE (~(4,). 
Because the family {(p(")(A)ln E rr\l} is a nest, there is an integer n2 E IN such that 
B,,c9’“2’(A)= U{9(D)IDcA, IDjgz2). 
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Let &= {b,, . . . . b,} with 1 srsn,. For each i= 1, . . ..r there is a set DiCA 
such that IOils+ and biE 9(Di). Note that 
U DiCAs and that BIG ,&J, cD(Di)C(D( ,QQ)- 
i=l 
Therefore, 
XECP@I)C~( ,b, ~~)c~‘““‘~)(A)CW(A). 
Hence, w(ty(A)) c w(A), and we may conclude that it is a convex hull operator. 
Now take any A CX. Then 
964 = ,vA WC& = Bc;A cj9"'(B)= u CJ u 9(c)= 
BCA n=O CCB 
lBl<- PI<- 
= 6 u u 9(C)= 6 U(9(C)JCcA, )C)sn}= 
n=O BCA CCB PI=0 
ICI<- 
= ; 9(")(A)= y/(A). 
n=O 
Finally, 
y(A)= u 9(")(A)= .II, U{9(B)IBcA, i+n)= 
n=O 
THEOREM 8. If 9 is a convex hull operator, then 
c,= fi C,cn,. 
n=o 
PROOF. Theorem 7 implies that 
oj= (j 9("). 
n=O 
Hence, 9’“)~ 9 for each n E N. Theorem 3 implies C$C +. Therefore, 
c, c “fiO c,(n). 
Now, 
implies A E Cpp(~) for each n E IN, and this implies 9(")(A) =A for each n E tbJ. 
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so, 
and therefore we find that A EC,. 
Finally we give some examples. By C we denote the minimal domain finite 
extension of C. In virtue of Theorem 2 we don’t distinguish between C as a 
convexity structure and C as a convex hull operator. 
EXAMPLES. 1. Let X be a set and consider the convexity structure 
c,={X}U{A(ACX, IAI<w}. 
Clearly, (X, Ci) is not domain finite. Take any A E C,. Then, 
A=&1(A)= U{C~(E)JBCA, pq<w}= U{Bp3cA, lEl<w}=A. 
So e, =p(X), the power set of X. 
2. Let (X, C,) be a convexity space that is not domain finite, and such that 
Ci c Q$p(X). As C, =p(X), it follows that Cz =p(X). E.g. let C, be the 
collection of all closed subsets of IR’. 
3. Let acXand G,={@,,X}U{AIAcX, IAl<=, aeA} with IXI=w. 
Clearly, (X, G,) is not domain finite. It can easily be shown that 
G~={$}U{AIACX, OEA}. 
4. Let H be the collection of all closed convex subsets of I?“. Then (IR”, H) 
is not domain finite. For each AC IR” it follows that 
a(A)= U {H(B)IBcA, ISl<m}= 
= U{conv (E)IBcA, IBI<oo}=conv (A). 
Hence, A=conv. 
5. Consider Kay, Womble [9], Section 4. C is an arbitrary convexity 
structure for +?Zd and conv the usual one for Ed. If C satisfies [7] Axioms l-4, 
then C(A) = conv (A) for finite sets A C Ed (see [7] Lemma 9). The previous 
example then gives that C=conv. 
PROBLEM. Let (X, C) be an aligned space. Does there exist a (unique) 
maximal not domain finite convexity space (X, C) such that (C)” = C? 
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